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ABSTRACT

Midface defects can be life-changing, both functionally and psychologically, for the affected patient. Additionally, restoration of form, function, and aesthetics can be challenging for the reconstructive surgeon. For defects affecting facial subunits such as the nose and orbit, a maxillofacial prosthetic can both obturate the defect and achieve aesthetically pleasing outcomes. Osseointegrated implants placed into sound bone at the defect site allows the maxillofacial prosthodontist to optimize prosthesis retention without the need for adhesive or a mechanical device. In this article, we will share our multidisciplinary treatment protocol and outcome for addressing large midface defects using osseointegrated implant-retained maxillofacial prosthetics. Finally, we will also share our experience and challenges in the incorporation of digital technology in the prosthetic processes of the treatment plan. In the evolving digital age, rapid prototyping technologies have provided the reconstructive surgeon and maxillofacial prosthodontist the ability to accurately plan and execute predictable and reproducible results for a complex array of maxillofacial defects.
INTRODUCTION

Maxillofacial defects involving the midface secondary to trauma or tumor surgery can be challenging to reconstruct and often requires a multi-staged surgical approach where local and/or distant vascularized tissue are needed to restore form, function, and aesthetics of the missing facial subunit(s). This is especially true when multiple tissue types such as skin, cartilage, and bone are missing.\textsuperscript{1} Therefore, a successful reconstructive outcome will not only re-establish aesthetic facial form and function, but also aid in psychosocial reintegration for the patient.\textsuperscript{2,3} Several midface defect classification systems have been published; however, none are universally applied. Two popular classification systems have been described in the literature.\textsuperscript{4,5} In this article, we will use the Brown-Shaw classification system, a Liverpool-based system focusing on both prosthetic and cosmetic aspects of reconstruction which may be used to select both local and free flaps for each defect type (Fig 1). Based on this classification system, several fasciocutaneous and/or osteocutaneous vascularized free flaps can effectively obliterate the defect and may provide sufficient bone to house dental implants\textsuperscript{4}. However, these surgeries are often long and often requiring multiple additional surgeries over an extended time to achieve aesthetically pleasing results.\textsuperscript{6} On the other hand, prosthetic rehabilitation can provide an alternative shorter and simpler treatment option, lower initial cost, possibility for immediate new dentition, and ease for oncologic surveillance.\textsuperscript{7} Currently, in a selected group of patients, the combination of reconstructive surgery with osseointegrated implant placement followed by prosthetic rehabilitation is commonly recommended at our
institution for large midface defects involving multiple facial subunits as it results in the best outcome for restoration of form, function, and aesthetics. Our patient selection is limited by the costs associated with the prosthesis and the patient’s commitment to follow through with the treatment.

Attempts to replace and restore maxillofacial defects using solely prosthetics have dated back centuries with reports in the historical records and texts.\textsuperscript{8} Traditionally, adhesive alone or in addition to a mechanical device (e.g., glasses) was used for retention and camouflage of prosthesis margins (Figs 2 and 3). Following the introduction of osseointegrated implants for dental rehabilitation in the late 1970s by P.I. Branemark,\textsuperscript{9} its application was expanded outside

\textbf{FIGURE 1.} Brown and Shaw Maxilla and Midface Defect Classification.
the oral cavity and onto the craniomaxillofacial complex.\textsuperscript{10} With the success rate of 90-95\% over a 10-year period, the stability and predictability of the osseointegrated implant has become the promising treatment option for dental rehabilitation and provides better retention for maxillofacial prostheses without the need for adhesive agents.\textsuperscript{3,11} It also aids the patient in positioning the prosthesis accurately; thus, resulting in a better clinical and psychosocial outcome.\textsuperscript{12-14}

FIGURE 2. Orbital defect (A) with prosthesis and eyeglasses (B).
Prosthetic rehabilitation of maxillofacial defects may provide several advantages for both the reconstructive surgeon and patient. Aside from providing good aesthetic outcomes for large facial defects that involve multiple facial subunits, it allows for visually accessible surveillance in oncologic cases. In addition, for patients requiring adjuvant radiotherapy, the risk for post-radiation wound healing complications (i.e., impaired wound healing, osteoradionecrosis) is greater in patients who undergo reconstructive surgery using local tissue
in an irradiated field. Therefore, to avoid these complications, if needed, implants are often treatment planned to be placed at the time of tumor extirpation and/or prior to adjuvant radiation therapy. Osseointegration of the implant(s) is evaluated clinically and radiographically at least 4 months post-operatively and then uncovered to initiate the prosthetic treatment process.

**CLINICAL EVALUATION AND TREATMENT PLANNING**

Both primary referrals for benign and malignant oral and maxillofacial pathology and secondary referrals for reconstruction of maxillofacial defects are evaluated in our clinic by a multidisciplinary team of ablative and reconstructive surgeons and a maxillofacial prosthodontist. This clinical evaluation is especially crucial since the dentition and/or facial anatomy will be altered after the ablative surgery. For patients who need tumor resection and reconstruction, the appropriate CT imaging are obtained per American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) guidelines to determine surgical margins. For patients who are referred for reconstructive surgery only, a CT maxillofacial and Panorex radiograph are obtained to evaluate the existing bone substructure and dentition for reconstruction using one of more of the following: allogenic bone graft, autologous vascularized tissue (non-osseous and osseous), and osseointegrated implants.

In our case series, we describe our surgical approach for dental and maxillofacial rehabilitation using osseointegrated implants for Brown’s Class III-VI midface defects. Class
I defects present as an intra-oral defect and can be treated using a dental prosthesis or reconstructed using a local or free flap. However, when there are no contraindications for a microvascular free flap, the fasciocutaneous radial forearm serves as an excellent reconstructive solution to obturate a Class I or II defect, but rarely can support a dental prosthesis without the placement of osseointegrated implants in the bony substructure. Therefore, for long-spanning Class II defects, the vascularized osteocutaneous fibula free flap serves as an excellent reconstructive option as it can both obturate the dead space as well as house osseointegrated implants for dental rehabilitation. For Class V defects, either a pedicled or soft tissue free flap can obturate the dead space. However, for this specific type of defect class, the anatomical boundary of the defect provides the ideal retention for an orbital prosthesis. For the cases presented in this article, all the osseointegrated implants were placed free-handed. The number, location, and angulation of the implants placed were decided intraoperatively by the reconstructive surgeon according to the bone quantity and quality available. Both traditional lab-based and digital-based technologies were used for the prosthetic portion of the study cohort. Finally, we will highlight the challenges and limitations that we encountered during the treatment process.

**CASE REPORTS**

**Case 1: Brown’s Class IIIC**
We previously described a case of a 68-year-old male that underwent a total rhinectomy, partial maxillectomy, and partial excision of the upper lip due to recurrent basal cell carcinoma (BCC) of the nose and was treated with horizontally placed zygomatic implants and a multi-component extra- and intra-oral prosthesis (Fig 4).\textsuperscript{21} Traditional impression techniques were used to replicate the midface defect and wax up. The stone model impressions were then digitized, 3-D printed, and used for the design of the implant-facial prosthesis abutment connector, and final silicone prosthesis staining (Fig 5).

**FIGURE 4.** Case 1. Anterior, posterior, and lateral views of the final upper and lower dentures with the magnetic component located at the superior and middle portion of the maxillary denture and inner nasal portion of the silicone prosthesis.
FIGURE 5. Case 1. Stone case and wax-up (A). 3D-printed model with implant abutments in place (B), magnetic connector in place (C), and silicone prosthesis attached (D).

Case 2: Brown’s Class IVD

A 71-year-old male with a history of advanced stage oral squamous cell carcinoma of the left maxilla diagnosed in 2013 who underwent primary proton and chemotherapy followed by a total maxillectomy, partial rhinectomy, excision of facial skin, neck dissection and
reconstruction with latissimus dorsi free flap in 2014. He then underwent three additional vascularized free tissue transfers (osteocutaneous fibula, anterior lateral thigh, and fasciocutaneous radial forearm) and skin grafting procedures from 2016 to 2019 to reconstruct the maxilla and restore the upper lip and left malar volume. Unfortunately, the patient developed left eye blindness due to chronic exposure keratitis secondary to scar contracture and lack of periorbital tissue volume. He was then referred to our clinic for left orbital exenteration and placement of an orbital prosthesis. Due to his prior history of proton therapy and multiple free vascularized tissue transfers, we decided that placement of osseointegrated implants would be a minimally invasive reconstructive option and provide the best retention for a large orbital prosthesis. We did, however, take into consideration the risk for implant failure due the history of radiation. Following the orbital exenteration, three osseointegrated implants measuring 3.8 mm × 9 mm (BioHorizons®, Birmingham, AL, USA) were placed into the superior lateral orbital rim (Fig 6) because there was no additional adjacent maxillary or nasal bone thick enough to receive the implants. After 4 months postoperatively, the patient was seen by the maxillofacial prosthetist for prosthetic fabrication. A combination of digital-based and traditional lab-based techniques were utilized to fabricate the final prosthesis. Photogrammetry and Meshmixer, a 3D modeling software, were used to capture and edit the 3D image, respectively. A digital cast model was then created (Model Builder; 3Shape) and then printed using light-cured engineering resin (Form 2; Formlab) where a wax-up was completed (Fig 7). Traditional polyvinyl siloxane (PVS) impressions were used to pick
up the orbital implants and adjacent anatomy to fabricate the attachment unit of the prothesis (Fig 8). The final silicone-based orbital prosthesis provided an excellent aesthetic outcome (Fig 9).

**FIGURE 6.** Case 2. Positioning of osseointegrated implants in the left supero-lateral orbital rim at the time placement (A), and after complete healing with impression abutments in place (B).
FIGURE 7. Case 2. 3D-printed resin model created from a facially scanned digital case model (A), and wax-up of the left orbit, partial nasal and malar (B).
FIGURE 8. Case 2. Stone case mold of the defect with the healing abutments (A) and bar substructure attachment in place (B).
FIGURE 9. Case 2. Final touches for color staining completed on the stone case (A), and final prosthesis placement with an excellent aesthetic outcome (B).

Case 3: Brown’s Class IVD

A 63-year-old female presented to our clinic with a longstanding untreated pT3Nx basal cell carcinoma that initially started at the nasal alar crease and treated with topical ointments prescribed by a homeopathic doctor. Unfortunately, the tumor continued to progress for nearly
10 years prior to her seeking surgical treatment. When she presented to our clinic, the tumor had eroded her entire midface (right lower lid, right malar, upper lip, underlying maxilla, and complete nose). Due to the size of the tumor and the extent of its infiltration into the surrounding hard and soft tissue structures, the patient underwent a radical maxillectomy, right orbital exenteration, total rhinectomy, excision of facial skin, and reconstruction with a vascularized anterior lateral thigh (ALT) to obturate the right maxillary sinus space. The surgical margins and extent of the resection are shown in a 3-D reconstruction CT image of the face (Fig 10). Fortunately, adjuvant radiotherapy was not indicated based on the final pathological staging. With no evidence of disease at the one-year mark confirmed with MRI, the patient was evaluated by the maxillofacial prosthodontist for dental and facial prosthetic rehabilitation via the placement of osseointegrated implants into the remaining maxillofacial bones. The patient received 6 osseointegrated implants (BioHorizons®, Birmingham, AL, USA) were placed in conjunction with flap debulking and recontouring of the soft tissue around the right orbit. Two implants were placed into the supero-lateral orbital rim (3.8 mm × 9 mm), 1 was placed into the glabella (3.8 mm × 9 mm), 2 were placed into the right mandible (3.8 mm × 10.5 mm), and 1 placed into the left zygoma (3.4 mm × 10.5 mm). The implants were uncovered at the 7-month mark and the patient proceeded with the prosthetic phase of treatment. Of note, the implant in the left zygoma was not incorporated into the substructure of final facial prosthesis design and did not lead to any future complications that would require its removal.
Like Case 2, both traditional lab-based and digital techniques were used to fabricate impression trays and models for the dental and facial prostheses. A facial scanner (Sense 2 Scanner; 3D Systems) was used to assist in the designing of the custom impression trays. Localized conventional impressions using the open tray technique with polyvinyl siloxane material (Aquasil Ultra; Dentsply Sirona) were taken around the orbital and intraoral implant areas, and then poured in two separate casts using type IV dental stone (Silky-Rock Low-Expansion Die Stone; Whip Mix Corp) (Fig 11). An implant-retained prosthesis was then fabricated by designing a magnet attachment at the medial aspect of the orbit, and locator bar
attachment at mandibular area, with two-piece prosthetic design in medical grade silicone (VST-50; Factor II) to allow mandibular movements. Because there was limited tongue mobility and large palatal defect, a palatal cameo surface impression was incorporated into the prosthetic substructure and as an extension of the upper lip and midface silicone component (Fig 12). At the time of final placement of the prosthesis, the patient had better articulation, deglutition, and an excellent aesthetic outcome (Fig 13).

**FIGURE 11.** Case 3. Traditional dental stone model of the face (A). 3D-printed models of the orbital (B) and mandibular implant sites (C).
FIGURE 12. Case 3. Locator bar attachment with magnet at the medial aspect of the orbital defect (A). The primary silicone-based facial prosthesis with the incorporation of a palatal augmentation to facilitate deglutition and articulation (B). The second portion of the prosthesis including a silicone-based lower lip incorporated into the mandibular implant locator bar attachment to facilitate mandibular movement (C).
FIGURE 13. Case 3. Frontal and three-quarter views prior to (A) and after the placement of the final facial prostheses (B).
Case 4: Brown’s Class VI

A 62-year-old female with a history of pT2Nx squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) of the nose was referred to our clinic after having undergone a total rhinectomy. The patient opted to have a prosthesis after having discussed the reconstructive options with her primary surgeon. After confirmation of negative surgical margins with no indications for adjuvant radiotherapy, the patient received 2 osseointegrated implants into the nasal floor of the anterior maxilla (3.8 mm × 13 mm and 3.8 × 15 mm) and 1 osseointegrated implant into the glabella (3.8 mm × 9 mm) (BioHorizons®, Birmingham, AL, USA) (Fig 14A-B). The three implants were placed at an angulation which provided a tripod-based bar attachment for the fabrication of the final prosthesis (Fig 14C). Traditional lab-based methods were used to wax up and fabricate the final nasal prosthesis (Fig 14D). Due to the angle divergence of the implant platforms and abutments, a digital bar pattern could not be outputted from the digital software. The final nasal prosthesis provided an excellent color match and aesthetic outcome for the patient (Fig 15).

In summary, for selected reconstructive cases where an implant-supported maxillofacial prosthesis is desired by the patient, our recommendations for the location of the implants to be placed based on orbital, nasal, and maxillary defects are shown in Figure 16. Generally, for cases where dental rehabilitation is also considered, it is ideal to place the implants into the existing native- or neo-mandible/maxilla (e.g., fibula free flap) to oppose the remaining dentition.
FIGURE 14. Case 4. Frontal (A) and lateral views (B) of the implants placed into the glabella and anterior maxilla. Tripod bar locator in place (C). Wax up of the prosthesis on stone cast model (D).
FIGURE 15. Case 4. Three-quarter view of the patient with the nasal prosthesis in place.
FIGURE 16. Preferred implant placement for osseointegrated implants where bone density is sufficient on CT imaging and/or intraoperatively is shown for orbital (red), isolated nasal (orange), nasomaxillary (yellow), maxillary alveolus (green), and partial maxillectomy (purple) defects. Traditional implant lengths are illustrated in red, orange, and green while longer length zygomae implants are illustrated in yellow and purple.

**DISCUSSION**

Midface defects resulting from ablative surgeries or trauma can be detrimental not only for the patient’s psychosocial status but can also be a challenge for a reconstructive surgeon
when multiple facial subunits and dentition are involved. In these cases, a maxillofacial prosthesis can provide a satisfactory outcome in terms of restoring form and oral function. Since the initial application of osseointegrated implants for dental rehabilitation, its placement in the craniomaxillofacial complex has allowed for better retention of extraoral prosthetics.

**Osseointegrated Implants for Dental Rehabilitation**

Since its inception in the 1970s, the predictability and success of osseointegrated implants for dental rehabilitation has dramatically improved with a survival rate of approximately 96% at 10-years.\(^2^2\) Its high success rate can be attributed to the evolution in its structural design and build, biomaterial surface coating, and technical modifications at the time of placement.\(^2^3\) Furthermore, there continues to be ongoing studies defining clinical factors such as age, bone quality, and implant characteristics, and the long-term stability and success of osseointegrated implants to guide clinicians in selecting the right surgical candidate for a successful implant-based dental rehabilitation.\(^2^4\) In our practice, we provide the option for dental implant-based dental rehabilitation based on clinical factors such as the quantity and quality of the soft (keratinized mucosa) and hard (bone) tissue. Additionally, we also take into consideration the patient’s medical comorbidities and social behaviors that have a negative impact on the success of the implant such as smoking and prior head and neck radiation therapy.
Osseointegrated Implants for Craniomaxillofacial Rehabilitation

Although lower than traditional intraoral implants, the overall success rate of extraoral implants varies by site location (e.g., auricular, orbital, and nasal) and local tissue factors. Extraoral implant survival rates are on average greater when placed into non-irradiated vs. radiated bone as shown in the existing literature\textsuperscript{25-28} with a reduction in 7% survival as shown in the most recent systematic review.\textsuperscript{29} The lower survival rate of endosseous implants in irradiated tissue are attributed to the side effects following radiation such as fibrosis, osteonecrosis, and impaired wound healing.\textsuperscript{22} Therefore, in oncologic cases where prosthetic rehabilitation is planned, osseointegrated implants are placed at the time of the ablative surgery and prior to adjuvant radiotherapy to mitigate those negative side effects. In our series (Table 1), only one patient (Case 1) received radiotherapy prior to implant placement. All the implants were successfully osseointegrated and loaded at the final facial prosthesis. With regards to implant site, the auricular region has been shown the lowest probability of failure, followed by the orbital and nasal regions.\textsuperscript{25,29,31,32}

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Case & Brown’s Defect & Prior Reconstructive Surgery & Prior Radiotherapy & No. (Size of Implants) & Location \\
\hline
1 & IIIC & None & No & 2 (4.4 mm × 47.5 mm and 4.4 mm × 37.5 mm) & Bilateral zygoma \\
\hline
2 & IVD & Latissimus dorsi free flap, fibula free flap, anterior lateral thigh free flap, radial forearm free & Yes & 3 (3.8 mm × 9 mm) & Supero-lateral orbital rim \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Case Details at the Time of Implant Placement.}
\end{table}
Digital Technology and Maxillofacial Rehabilitation

Within the past decade, there has also been a rapid increase in the utilization of all digital technologies in maxillofacial reconstructive surgery and prosthetics. The use of photogrammetry, 3D printing, and virtual planning has provided more accurate and predictable results as well as decreased conventional laboratory processes for complex multi-staged maxillofacial reconstructive and rehabilitation. From the surgical standpoint, the use this technology has been extremely helpful in the preoperative and intraoperative timepoints. For example, when compared to conventional reconstructive surgery, virtual surgical planning allows the reconstructive surgeon to visualize the shape and form of the underlying bone and vascular supply at the recipient and donor sites, aids in the osteotomies to optimize bone contact, and reduces the total operative time. With regards to the restorative (prosthetic) aspect, the incorporation of the technology reduces the manual workload, which in turn, decreases the overall cost and production time. Additionally, digital records can be quickly accessed and stored indefinitely. However, the learning curve and equipment for this
innovative workflow can require greater time commitment and investment upfront. This is especially true when the workflow has not been standardized yet among laboratories and anaplastologists.

Limitations and Challenges

Our case series demonstrated a high success rate (100%) of extraoral osseointegrated implants and incorporated several digital methods to streamline the prosthetic workflow used in the both the laboratory and chairside to optimize the clinical and aesthetic outcome of prosthetically-restored midface defects. However, this case series only shows the successful outcomes in a selected group of patients who were able to follow through with the prosthetic rehabilitation to completion. Long-term follow-up for this patient population is not feasible as these patients tend to be lost to follow-up after the placement of the prosthesis. Of note, all the osseointegrated implants were placed free-handed and that the angulation and number of implants placed were decided intraoperatively by the reconstructive surgeon according to the bone quantity and quality. Several challenges have been identified during the digitalization process associated with maxillofacial prosthetics. Firstly, while a desktop 3D printer is adequate for processing costs associated with intraoral defects, its application for large maxillofacial defects requires a larger and more costly printer as full-face casts may be indicated. Secondly, the dental software and manufacturer ends have not been streamlined with the specific needs for extraoral prosthetic rehabilitation. As a result, innovative or off-
label approaches are often used, and requires additional time investment associated with trial-and-error processes. Finally, while the existing analog workflow has been well-established for decades, the transition to a completely digital and lab-free workflow for prosthetics may not be preferred for the traditional and experienced prosthodontist or anaplastologists.\textsuperscript{1} As digital technology continues to be incorporated more into the planning processes of maxillofacial reconstructive surgery and prosthetic rehabilitation, the clinical outcome will continue to become more reliable, reproducible, and predictable for both simple and complex midface rehabilitation.

Finally, the technologies, materials, and services provided to achieve the clinical outcomes described in this case series can be a challenge to achieve for a reconstructive surgeon outside of the academic setting where there is limited access to a maxillofacial prosthodontist with the expertise in maxillofacial prosthetics. In addition, the financial costs associated with providing this complex multi-staged treatment may not be feasible for the patient as well. Currently, there are no comparative studies demonstrating whether reconstructive surgery only versus prosthetic rehabilitation provides superior clinical outcomes. Historically, both types of treatments have been resulted with excellent aesthetic and functional outcomes. Therefore, this case series provides the reader with the basic knowledge regarding the current implant-based maxillofacial prosthetic treatment options for midface defects. Midface reconstruction and rehabilitation should be planned on a case-by-case basis with the inclusion of a multidisciplinary team of maxillofacial reconstructive
surgeon and maxillofacial prosthodontist when the dentition is involved to decrease surgical morbidity and improve psychosocial well-being for the patient.
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